
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In these recent years, there is growing interest regarding health lifestyle

that eventually correlates with growing research of antioxidants and food

supplements. Antioxidants can be defined as oxidation inhibitor of free radicals by

reacting with free radicals in human body and forming stable and unreactive

compounds, thus protecting the cell from oxidative stress due to presence of free

radicals. Oxidative stress caused by presence of free radicals will cause several

health consequences such as accelerated aging process and declining cognitive

performance as well as several diseases such as cancer, arthritis, cataracts and

heart disease (Whitney and Rolfes, 2011).

Pangium edule Reinw. is a tropical tree that belongs to Flacourtiaceae

family and genus Pangium which can be found in Micronesia, Melanesia and

Southeast Asia countries such as Indonesia. All parts of this tree are toxic,

including its seed due to presence of cyanogenic glucosides or hydrogen cyanide

in high amount, around 2400-2800 ppm for each seeds (Yuningsih, 2002). In

Indonesia, the seed itself is usually called as picung, kluwek, keluwak and

kepayang. Pangi seed can be used for consumption after several treatments such

as boiling and fermentation. During fermentation, there are several

physicochemical changes that happen in raw pangi seed such as texture, color and

flavor change as well as lipid mobilization, protein, carbohydrate and free

 



phenolics (Andarwulan, et al., 2009). Several phytochemical components that can

be found in pangi seed including alkaloid, tannin, flavonoid, saponin and quinon

(Saputra, 2001). Pangi seed is traditionally used to preserve raw materials such as

fish due to its antimicrobial activity and also used as insecticide. In food

application, the fermented seed commonly used as spice for traditional dish of

South Sulawesi and Java such as sup konro and rawon and also utilized as raw

material for other products such as soy sauce and edible oil (Andarwulan, et al.,

1999).

There are several extraction methods that can be utilized to obtain

antioxidant extract from plant sources such as solvent extraction, microwave

assisted extraction (MAE), soxhlet extraction and supercritical fluid extraction.

MAE is an extraction method that uses microwave or electromagnetic radiation

for solid-liquid extraction with frequency 0.3-300GHz for penetration of food

matrix while microwave energy absorbed by polar solvents such as water in

matrix, thus heating can be done for disrupting cell inside food matrix efficiently

and homogenously. Microwave assisted extraction has many advantages

compared to other conventional extraction methods, such as shorter extraction

time, less solvents used, higher extraction rates, moderately high recoveries, good

reproducibility, and lower cost (Delazar, et al., 2012). Several factors that can be

variables in determining MAE effectiveness and efficiency are power of

microwave equipment, extraction temperature and extraction time, nature of the

matrix and solvent chosen (Mandal, et al., 2007).

In this research, MAE was explored as alternative extraction method of

pangi seed antioxidant. Exposure time and microwave power were chosen as

 



variables that affect extraction process of raw and fermented pangi seeds. Raw

and fermented pangi seeds antioxidant characteristics were also assessed and

analyzed as well as hydrogen cyanide presence which can contribute to toxicity of

extract.

1.2 Research Problem

Pangi seed is abundantly found in Indonesia and known to

containphytochemical components that can contribute to antioxidant activity,

however its consumption limited only as seasoning, insecticidal and antimicrobial

compounds. The antioxidant properties of this extract are affected by time and

power used during extraction process as well as solvent used as extraction

medium. Microwave Assisted Extraction (MAE) exposure time and power will

influence extraction process of pangi seed, and consequently will affect the

antioxidant characteristics of pangi seed extract. Both raw and fermented pangi

seed have different antioxidant properties as well as hydrogen cyanide content.

Hydrogen cyanide is an undesirable toxic compound of pangi seed which should

be reduced for safe consumption. Therefore, the research was necessary to be

done to explore MAE as the recent extraction method of pangi seed for achieving

maximum recovery of antioxidant compounds obtained from both raw and

fermented pangi seed extract as well as studying the antioxidant characteristic of

raw and fermented pangi seed.

 



1.3 Objectives

1.3.1 General Objective

The general objective of the research was to study the effect of microwave

assisted extraction (MAE) exposure time and power in extraction process of raw

and fermented pangi seed (Pangium edule Reinw.) in term of its antioxidant

characteristic.

1.3.2 Specific Objectives

The specific objectives of this research were to:

1. Study the antioxidant characteristics contained by both raw and fermented

pangi seed such as antioxidant activity (IC50), total phenolic and flavonoid

content.

2. Determine the best combination of MAE exposure time and power in pangi

seed extraction for both raw and fermented pangi seed samples based on its

antioxidant characteristic and toxicity contributed by presence of hydrogen

cyanide which were also used to determine best pangi seed extract from either

raw or fermented pangi seed.

 


